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Abstract
We have identified a fundamental operator in
wireless networks that we named the local leader election
in which the goal is to select a node in a spatially close
neighborhood. We present a simple and efficient solution
to the local leader election problem by making use of both:
(i) implicit synchronization points, commonly observable
by all nodes in the same neighborhood, and (ii) the
prioritized backoff delay, dependent on the desired
probability of each node becoming a leader. We then
show that both flooding and routing are instances of the
local leader election problem, so our general solution
naturally applies. By relating the backoff delay to the
signal strength of the received packet, we have designed a
variant of flooding named Signal Strength Aware
Flooding (SSAF) that can improve its efficiency. By using
a different metric to derive the backoff delay, we have
designed a new generation wireless routing protocol, that
we named the Routeless Routing protocol that possesses
several interesting properties.

1. Introduction
A distributed system is a collection of autonomous
processes that communicate with each other, either
synchronously or asynchronously. From time to time,
these processes may need to select a common leader that
can perform certain tasks on their behalf. Such a problem
of electing a leader, called the leader election problem [1,
2], has become a fundamental problem in distributed
systems, and it often serves as the basic building block for
many other algorithms.
However, in large scale wireless networks, such as a
futuristic but not unrealistic wireless sensor network
consisting of millions of tiny sensors [3], there would be
almost no use for selecting a global leader, since
algorithms designed for these wireless networks are
usually localized in order to achieve good scalability [4].
What is more frequently encountered in such an
environment is the situation in which only a small group
of nodes that can directly or indirectly communicate with

each other need to select a local leader among them. We
will refer to such a problem as a local leader election
problem. For example, in some variants of flooding, after
the source broadcasts a packet, one node (among all nodes
that have received the packet) must be selected to forward
the packet, and this node can be regarded as a local leader.
Like the classic leader election problem, the local leader
election problem also appears in other algorithms for
wireless networks. For instance, in the token-based
distributed mutual exclusion algorithm [5, 6], when the
current token holder leaves the critical section, the token
must be passed to a successor, and this successor is
indeed a local leader among all other nodes that are
competing for the token.
The classic leader election problem has been
extensively studied in the context of radio networks [7, 8],
in which a communication channel is shared by all nodes,
the time is slotted so that each packet transmission always
starts at the beginning of a time slot, and the network is
fully connected in the sense that any node can send
packets directly to any other node. These networks
require a synchronous version of the local leader election
problem discussed here. However, since it is difficult, if
not impossible at all, to synchronize clocks across
wireless nodes, the synchronous clock assumption cannot
be satisfied in general.
Several methods for electing a global leader in
wireless ad hoc networks have been proposed [9, 10].
The term “local leader election” has also been referred to
as the problem of finding leaders in partitioned systems
[11], where broken links cause the network to split into a
number of disconnected sub-networks. One leader has to
be elected for each connected sub-network. This problem
is in fact a special case of the classic leader election
problem, so its solution does not apply to the local leader
election problem discussed in this paper.
Because of the broadcast-based nature of wireless
communication, the local leader election problem has a
simple yet effective solution, which forms the basis of this
paper. We hope that this solution will influence the
design of other wireless network protocols. Section 2
introduces our solution in detail. Section 3 applies this

idea to flooding to improve its efficiency. Section 4
presents a new routing protocol for wireless networks
based on this solution. In this protocol, the next hop is
determined after a packet leaves the current hop, and
therefore the route information is not stored anywhere in
the network. Consequently, the protocol adjusts itself to
broken links or malfunctioning wireless nodes much
quicker than other routing protocols do, without any route
maintenance overhead. The last section summarizes the
contributions made by this paper and proposes future
works that will be pursued.

2. Local leader election
Distributed algorithms for synchronous networks are
simpler than those for asynchronous networks.
Unfortunately, synchronization turns out to be quite a
difficult problem for wireless networks, in spite of many
attempts [12-15]. Yet, there are many situations in which
a common signal can be observed by many nearby nodes,
such as the transmission of a packet, or the occurrence of
a commonly observable event. In these situations, if each
node records the moment at which the signal is detected,
then all the nodes that have received the same signal are
implicitly synchronized, and we refer to these moments as
implicit synchronization points. Here, we assume that the
propagation delay of the signal to each node is negligible.
These implicit synchronization points are valuable in the
sense that all participating nodes observe them at roughly
the same moment. Hence, the nodes are synchronized
(within the precision of the signal propagation delay)
without the use of any explicit and costly synchronization
protocols.
To take advantage of implicit synchronization points,
every node must be instructed to wait a different amount
time before taking further actions. This delay, referred to
as the backoff delay, has been widely used in CSMA
(Carrier Sense Multiple Access) protocols to avoid
collisions resulting from multiple simultaneous
transmissions. The origin of using the backoff delay for
this purpose can be traced back to Ethernet [16]. It is also
used in the IEEE 802.11 protocol [17].
The most fundamental observation with an important
consequence is that backoff delays not only avoid
collision, but also provide a precious opportunity to
prioritize different nodes, enabling a simple solution to
the local leader election problem. A common implicit
synchronization point followed by different backoff
delays assigns different chances of becoming a leader to
all participating nodes. Each node, after observing the
implicit synchronization point, calculates a backoff delay
based on a certain criterion and then sets a backoff timer
with duration equal to the backoff delay. When the
backoff timer expires, the node can start transmitting an
announcement packet. However, if the node receives an

announcement packet from another node before its own
backoff time expires, it cancels the backoff timer. Thus,
in most cases, only the node with the smallest backoff
delay will succeed in transmitting the announcement
packet, and naturally will become a local leader. Upon
receiving the announcement packet, other nodes know
that a new local leader has been elected.
This simple solution is not guaranteed to produce at
least one local leader. Multiple nodes may choose almost
identical backoff delays, leading to a collision. It cannot
guarantee only one local leader either, since the
announcement packet sent by a node may be out of radio
range of some nodes, and these nodes may continue to
broadcast new announcement packets. However, both
cases may not present a problem. If there is no local
leader elected at the first attempt, some upper layer
protocol, such as the ones in the transport layer, may
invoke the procedure repeatedly until there is a local
leader. Multiple local leaders, as mentioned earlier, may
be welcomed for redundancy.
If the reliability of the outcome is desired, then an
arbiter node can be chosen to broadcast an
acknowledgement packet when it hears an announcement
packet. The arbiter node may or may not be the same as
the node that triggered the implicit synchronization point.
However, it must be so chosen so that every node
involved in the local leader election is within its
transmission range. If the arbiter node does not pick up
any announcement packets within a predefined interval, it
will trigger the implicit synchronization point again by
sending out the original synchronization packet. If it does
pick one, it will immediately broadcast the
acknowledgement packet, upon the receipt of which other
nodes will cancel their backoff timers, even if they have
not received any announcement packet. Eventually there
will be at least one local leader elected.
The heart of the solution is how to derive the backoff
delay based on a metric or a combination of several
metrics so that the most desirable node would have the
greatest chance of being elected a leader. In CSMA
protocols the backoff delay is usually randomly generated.
Since the backoff delay actually represents the priority
assigned to each node, a fully random choice
unfortunately wastes the precious opportunity to prioritize
different nodes as they compete for the local leadership.
As we will see in the next two sections, a wide variety of
metrics can be used to derive the backoff delay, each of
which may lead to interesting solutions to the problems
that seem to be unrelated to the local leader election
problem at the first glance.
The use of the backoff delay as a priority value is not
completely new. For example, they have been used to
give nodes with more connectivity and more energy
higher priority to become the coordinators in the Span
protocol [18]. However, the identification of the implicit
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In any kind of a network, whenever there is a need
for two nodes to communicate with each other, yet there
is no direct connection between them, routing becomes a
necessity. The simplest routing protocol is flooding,
primarily used when there is no a priori knowledge about
the network. In the most basic form of flooding, every
incoming packet is forwarded to the receiver’s every
neighbor, except the one from which the packet came.
In wireless networks, a packet broadcast by one node
can be received by many neighboring nodes. To reduce
the number of packet transmissions, one variant of
flooding does not forward every packet that has been
received. Packets that have been received before do not
need to be forwarded to the other nodes. For this reason,
every packet must contain a unique sequence number, in
order to be distinguishable from other packets. Every
node must also keep a list of sequence numbers of
received packets, so that whenever a packet is received,
its content is checked against this list. The packet will be
rebroadcast only when its sequence number is new. This
variant of flooding is called here counter-1 flooding [19].
When the node finds that a packet needs to be
rebroadcast, it cannot do it immediately; otherwise a
collision would occur if there are multiple such nodes.
The transmission must start after a backoff delay to avoid
collision. Traditionally, this backoff delay is randomly
chosen.
As learned from the local leader election problem, the
node that is chosen to forward the packet being broadcast
is indeed a local leader, so the solution to the local leader
election problem naturally applies here. The end of the
current packet transmission is an implicit synchronization
point commonly known to all nodes that received the
transmission. With properly selected backoff delays,
nodes that are more appropriate to forward the packet can
be given higher chances of becoming the local leader.
But which nodes are the most appropriate to forward
the packet? The simple observation is that nodes furthest
from the previous sender of the packet should be given
higher priorities. This is the main idea of location-based
flooding [19, 20]. However, location information is not
generally available in wireless networks.
The main idea of Signal Strength Aware Flooding
(SSAF) is to associate the backoff delay with the strength
of the received signal. In general, the further the
receiving node is from the sending node, the weaker the
signal is. This is true for large scale propagation models
[21], such as the free space model or the two ray model.

Average Hops

3. Signal strength aware flooding

In small scale propagation models such as the Rayleigh
model [21] and in practice [22], it might be the case that
at some distances the signal strength may vary
dramatically because of the multiple path interference.
Still, even in these cases, the weakening of the signal as
the distance increases still holds at large scales. SSAF
does not intend to precisely select the furthest node every
time, but to choose nodes that are highly likely to be far
away from the sender.
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synchronization points, and the use of the arbiter node, as
well as the generalization of the local leader election
problem described here, to the best of our knowledge,
have not been attempted before.
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Figure 1. SSAF and counter-1 flooding
A series of simulation-based experiments have been
conducted to compare SSAF with the counter-1 flooding.
The wireless network being simulated is a sensor network
consisting of 100 nodes distributed randomly in a 1000meter by 1000-meter terrain. A new wireless network
simulator called SENSE [23] was used to implement the
simulation.
50 connections were selected between
randomly chosen sources and destinations. Figure 1
compares SSAF to counter-1 flooding with respect to the
average delay, the average number of hops, and the
delivery ratio, respectively. The average delay is the
average time expired from the departure of a packet from
the source to its arrival at the destination. The number of
hops of a packet counts nodes traversed until the packet
reaches its destination. The delivery ratio is calculated by
dividing the number of packets received by all the
destinations by the number of packets sent by all the
sources.
In all the simulations, the free space propagation
model was used. As shown by the simulation results,
SSAF consistently outperforms the counter-1 flooding
with respect to all three criteria. In most cases, SSAF
obtains a slightly shorter end-to-end delay, but for smaller
packet generation intervals, the gap becomes much more
significant. This is because with more intense traffic, the
queue between the network layer and the MAC layer
tends to be more crowded. A priority queue favors those

packets with a shorter backoff delay. Therefore, the
prioritization takes effect not only among packets in
different nodes, but also among packets in the same node.
The priority queue has no effect on the counter-1 flooding.
However, the more interesting property of SSAF is
its decreased average hop counts and increased delivery
ratios. The average hop count is smaller in SSAF than in
the counter-1 flooding because nodes further from the
current hop are more likely to forward the packet. The
delivery ratio is also improved, since the rebroadcast of a
packet tends to cover a larger area that has not seen the
packet before. Consequently, in SSAF there is a greater
likelihood to establish shorter routes, when flooding is
deployed to find paths between the sources and
destinations, which is the primary use of flooding in other,
more complicated routing protocols.

4. Routeless routing
Flooding, in spite of its simplicity, is not a practical
solution for large-scale networks, since even in optimized
flooding the number of packets transmitted is still of the
order of the total number of nodes in the network. More
efficient routing protocols are needed to overcome this
deficiency of flooding. Almost all existing routing
protocols attempt to maintain one or multiple routes from
the source to the destination. In wired networks, the
routes can be constructed from link-state information or
distance-vector information [24, 25].
In wireless
networks, however, due to limited bandwidth and shared
medium, wired routing protocols cannot be readily
applied, and hence many new wireless routing protocols
have been proposed. These wireless routing protocols can
be classified as either proactive, such as DSDV [26], or
reactive (or on-demand), such as AODV and DSR [27,
28]. Moreover, a number of routing protocols have been
developed specifically for wireless sensor networks, such
as SPIN [29], LEACH [30], and Directed Diffusion [31].
For wireless networks with dynamic topological
changes, however, the maintenance of routes could be
very costly. A node on a route must be constantly aware
of the status of the next hop on the route. Unlike wired
links, failures of wireless links are difficult to detect
quickly, and the links can also be temporally down as a
result of burst interference. It is often the case that a
considerable amount of time elapses before a node notices
the unavailability of the next hop. When this happens, the
node has to either report the route error, or actively repair
it by discovering a new route or selecting an alternative
route through other available candidates. The necessity of
maintaining explicit routes also implies that nodes on the
route cannot go to sleep at will to conserve energy; it is
their responsibility to notify other nodes if they want to do
so.

Routing can be reduced to the local leader problem,
as deciding how the next hop will be directed is
equivalent to selecting a suitable local leader. To apply
local leader election requires just deciding how to
compute the backoff delay. We have seen that SSAF
derives the backoff delay from the signal strength. So the
subsequent question is, what other metric can be used to
derive the proper backoff delay?
Naturally, the backoff delay should be assigned in
such a way that the closer a node is to the target node, the
more likely it will be the next hop to forward the packet.
This is equivalent to the basic idea behind SSAF that a
node far away from the current hop should be given a
high chance to forward the packet. Therefore, the
distance to the target node, measured in the number of
hops, becomes an appropriate metric to calculate the
backoff delay. This metric naturally gives rise to a new
wireless routing protocol, referred to as the Routeless
Routing protocol, which is distinguished from many
others by the fact that it never keeps explicit routes.
Rather, the actual route is constructed in such a way that
the next hop is always determined after the packet leaves
the current hop.
In the discussion that follows, we assume that
wireless links between neighboring nodes are mostly
bidirectional. The existence of unidirectional links may
negatively affect the efficiency, but not the correctness of
the protocol. Furthermore, each node must have a
hardware clock with a sufficiently small resolution to
differentiate between various backoff delays. These
hardware clocks neither do need to be very precise and
accurate nor do they need to be synchronized.

4.1. The protocol
The data structure used by the Routeless Routing
protocol is fairly simple. Each node maintains an active
node table, each entry of which consists of (1) the identity
of a target node (which is either a source or a destination)
and (2) the number of hops from this target node to the
node owning the table.
Similar to AODV and DSR, the Routeless Routing
protocol starts with the path discovery process.
Whenever a source node wants to send data packets to a
destination node for the first time, it initiates a path
discovery packet. This path discovery packet could be
transmitted using flooding, or SSAF described in the last
section. Each path discovery packet contains the identity
of the source node, a sequence number to distinguish the
packet from other path discovery packets originating from
the same source, and the identity of the destination node.
In addition, the packet discovery packet must have an
actual hop count field that records the number of hops
traveled from the source to the receiving node. Every time
a receiving node detects a new packet discovery packet it

will check this field and update the active node table
accordingly.
The destination node, when receiving a new
path discovery packet, will reply with a path reply
packet, whose header contains the same fields
as the path discovery packet plus an expected
hop count field indicating the expected number of
hops needed for the packet to reach the target node
(in this case, the source). Unlike the path discovery
packet, the path reply packet does not rely on
flooding to find its return path back to the source.
Neither does it use an existing path determined
during the traversal of the path discovery packet,
as AODV and DSR do.
The destination node first obtains the hop count
to the source from the active node table, subtracts
1 and then puts the result into the expected hop
count field in the path reply packet. It then simply
broadcasts the path reply packet, without specifying
the next hop node. Every node that detects the arrival
of a path reply packet will first look at the expected
hop count field of the path reply packet. Now,
deciding the next hop becomes a local leader
election problem with the solution in Section 2
readily applicable here. The central idea of the
Routeless Routing protocol is to derive the backoff
delay based on the known distance, measured by the
number of intermediate hops, from the target node to
the current node. This idea is based on the
rationale that the node closer to the target node
should be given the higher priority to forward the
packet. Yet, an intermediate node knows the
distance only from the target node to itself, not
the opposite, by passively listening to all packets
and looking into the actual hop count field. This is
why the assumption of bidirectional links is needed
After broadcasting the path reply packet, the
destination node will continue to listen on the
medium. If it captures the rebroadcast of the same
packet by another node, it will immediately, as
an arbiter, transmit an acknowledgement packet
that contains the source id and the sequence
number of the path reply packet.
The
acknowledgement packet serves the purpose of
notifying those nodes not detecting the rebroadcast
that the packet has been relayed. If the rebroadcast
is not overheard within a certain time, the
destination node will retransmit the same packet.
Here, the transmission of the path reply packet is
the implicit synchronization point, while the node
that transmits the packet (the destination node) is the
arbiter node.
λ ((htable − hexp ected )U (0,1) + 1)
if htable > hexp ected

λ
dbackoff = 
 hexp ected − htable + 1


U (0,1)

if

htable ≤ hexp ected

In this equation, htable is the number of hops to
the target node sto r ed in the active node table.
hexpected is the number of the expected hops
carried by the path reply packet, and U() returns
uniformly distributed random numbers over [0,1]
interval. λ is a parameter that must be carefully
chosen. If λ is too small, the difference between
backoff delays calculated by different nodes will be
too small to avoid collisions. A large λ would
increase the end-to-end delay of packet delivery.
The equation assigns a backoff delay larger than λ
to nodes with a larger hop count than expected.
The smaller htable is, the smaller the backoff delay
will be, and the more likely the node will succeed in
transmitting the packet.
The node will set the computer backoff timer
accordingly, which will be cancelled in two cases:
(i) when the node receives the same path reply
packet again, and (ii) when the node receives an
acknowledge packet from the node from which it
received the path discovery packet. In both cases,
there is another node that has already relayed the
packet, so the backoff timer needs to be aborted.
When the backoff timer goes off without being
cancelled, the node immediately starts transmitting
the packet. Similar to the destination node, it will
serve as the arbiter now to make sure that at least
one subsequent node will relay the packet.
The path discovery process ends when the
source node receives the path reply packet. At this
point, the source adds the destination into its
active node table using the number of hops the path
reply packet has traveled. It then sends another
acknowledgement packet to indicate that the packet
has reached the target to stop other nodes from
trying to retransmit the packet.
After the path discovery stage, the source can
transmit data packets towards the destination.
Data packets are transmitted and treated the same
way as the path reply packets. Both data packets and
path reply packets always keep track of the number
of hops that they have traveled, using the actual hop
count field. Therefore, upon the receipt of either a
data packet or a path reply packet, the receiving
node updates the entry in its active node table for
the node from which the packet originated.

4.2. Properties
The most salient feature of Routeless Routing
is that it does not keep an explicit route, so that
there is no need to constantly watch the route
connectivity. As a result, Routeless Routing can
handle node or link failures without incurring any
overhead of control packets. In traditional routing
protocols such as AODV and DSR, routes are
explicitly maintained, which requires nodes to

around the congested area caused by the intensive traffic
between C and D.

4.3. Simulation results
We have implemented Routeless Routing using
SENSE [23]. Two sets of simulations have been
conducted to compare Routeless Routing with AODV.
The first set focused on the ideal conditions with no node
failures, while the second one was measuring the
performance of the protocols in presence of node failures.
In all these simulations, the wireless network consists of
500 nodes distributed within a 2000 by 2000 meters
terrain, and nodes have a transmission range of roughly
250 meters. The constant-bit-rate (CBR) model is used
for the traffic pattern, with the traffic being bidirectional
(i.e., in each pair of directly communicating nodes, both
nodes can send packets to each other directly).
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frequently check their connectivity. If a node on a route
wants to go to sleep, it must inform others and pass to
them the task of relaying packets. It is even more
troublesome when a node or a link suddenly goes down,
for it may take a considerable amount of time to
distinguish a temporarily breakdown from a permanent
one.
In contrast, in Routeless Routing, when an
established route encounters a node failure, other nodes
will immediately take over and a new route will be
quickly formed. The transition is seamless and no extra
actions are needed. As a result, any node, even if it is on
the route, can freely switch to a sleep or a standby mode
to save energy, making Route Routing well suited for
energy limited sensor networks.
In Routeless Routing, data packets and path reply
packets always carry the most up-to-date information
about the distance from the originating node. Hence,
Routeless Routing can often choose the shortest paths to
the destination.
In other routing protocols, such
information could be made available to intermediate
nodes. However, finding and adapting to shortest paths
requires constant route changes, and the overhead of
excessive rout maintenance may offset the benefit. It is
Routeless Routing’s ability to handle topology changes
effortlessly that makes it capable of always following the
shortest paths as well.
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Figure 3. Routeless Routing versus AODV in absence
of node failures
Figure 2. Automatic congestion avoidance in Routeless
Routing
Another less obvious feature is that Routeless
Routing can automatically avoid congestion. When an
area is too crowded, the nodes within may contain many
packets waiting in the MAC queue to be transmitted,
delaying data delivery. Even if such a node is assigned a
small backoff when relaying a packet, it is very likely that
it will not be able to actually transmit it as quickly as
nodes in less congested areas may. Figure 2 visualizes
the actual paths taken by different packets in two
simulations. On the left is the case in which there is one
communicating pair with packets sent from node A to
node B. On the right is the same visualization after
another communicating pair with traffic flowing from
node C to node D is introduced. Apparently, Routless
Routing is smart enough to rout packets from A to B

The number of sources varies from 1 to 10 in the first
set of simulations. Figure 3 shows that Routeless Routing
achieves roughly the same delivery ratio as AODV does,
while incurring larger end-to-end delays.
This is
understandable, as at each hop, Routeless Routing takes
more time to make the routing decision. Surprisingly,
however, Routeless Routing requires fewer packet
transmissions in the MAC layer, for two reasons. First, as
shown in Figure 3, packets in Routeless Routing take on
average fewer hops, because of the ability of Routeless
Routing to find the shortest paths. Second, in this
particular implementation of AODV, the route discovery
procedure is based on original flooding, while in
Routeless Routing counter-1 flooding is used, resulting in
much fewer route request packets.
One may think that by optimizing the route discovery
procedure, the total number of packet transmissions can
be reduced in AODV. However, AODV is so much
dependent on the quality of routes established in the first

phase that, as confirmed by the experiments, the reduction
of the number of route request packets only increases the
average length of routes and, as a result, increases the
total number of packet transmissions.
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more energy efficient, in terms of packet transmission,
than AODV, even when there are no node failures.
In [34] a routing protocol is briefly mentioned which
selects the next hop “through the use of a deterministic
relay timer whose value is inversely proportional to the
distance between sender and receiver”. No more details
are presented though.
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Figure 4. Routeless Routing versus AODV when nodes
may fail
In the second set of simulations, node failures are
artificially introduced to turn off transceivers in all nodes
but those that generate and receive CBR traffic. For
instance, a node failure of 10% means that randomly
selected 10% of the time the transceiver of a node is
turned off and not able to transmit or receive any packets.
It is apparent from Figure 4 that to guarantee the same
delivery ratio, AODV has to use an order of magnitude
more packets, while incurring much larger delays when
there are frequent node failures. The end-to-end delays
and the number of packet transmissions rise linearly with
the probability of node failures, while in Routeless
Routing they remain constant. These results confirm that
Routeless Routing is completely resilient to node failures.

4.4. Similar work
The previous work that is most similar to Routeless
Routing is Gradient Routing [32]. However, in Gradient
Routing only nodes with a smaller hop count to the
destination are allowed to forward packets, which may
causes a large portion of packets to be dropped.
Moreover, every node with a smaller hop count may
retransmit the same packet, resulting in a significant
increase in the number of packet transmissions. In fact,
the main drawback of Gradient Routing is that it makes
the network more congested [32], which is not a problem
for Routeless Routing.
Another similar protocol is Gradient Broadcast [33],
which achieves reliability by building a band of
interleaved paths. Again, such an approach congests the
medium since multiple copies of the same packet exist
along different paths. In contrast, Routeless Routing is

The discovery of the local leader election problem
and its solution may have a significant impact on the
protocol design for wireless networks. The local leader
election solution can be applied to general protocol design
in the following way. First, the protocol to be developed
must be carefully analyzed to see if there is any instance
of the local leader election problem, as such instances
may not be apparent at the first glance. Next, implicit
synchronization points must be identified, since they are
valuable as they synchronize wireless nodes at no cost.
Finally, an appropriately chosen metric for deriving the
backoff delays must be found to complete the solution.
SSAF and Routeless Routing are two examples of the
application of the local leader election solution. Of these
two, SSAF has been shown to be capable of improving
the efficiency of flooding. This implies that in wireless
networks, especially sensor networks that are bound by
many constraints on energy, memory, and computing
power, every bit of information is valuable and should not
be wasted. Routeless Routing, on the other hand,
represents the second-generation wireless routing
protocols that do not attempt to maintain routes explicitly.
The benefit of doing so is that it makes networks more
adaptive to dynamic changes and therefore more faulttolerant.
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